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Concerns 

•  Ignorance (what do law professors really know about 
multiple choice tests?) 

• How reliable are my tests? 

• Are my tests well correlated learning outcomes? Are they 
consistent with the course content/lectures/objectives? 

• Are my students succeeding? 



Strategy 

• Use test blueprints and item analysis to: 
•  Improve assessments (ask better questions that are consistent 

with learning outcomes and objectives) 

•  Improve assessment and test analysis processes  

•  Gather historical data 



Take home messages 

• Every faculty needs a Director of  Assessment 

•  Improved and appropriate tests cannot be built in a day  

• Plan, assess, analyze, revise, integrate, then do same over 
and over again 

• Get on board the eClass train now! 



The blueprint  

• Bloom’s Taxonomy 
•  Knowledge 

•  Comprehension 

•  Application 

•  Analysis 

•  Evaluation 

•  Synthesis 
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Example? 

Mohammed, a janitor at Rexall Pharmacy, overheard Ms. Duke asking the pharmacist for 
medication to treat a rash. He subsequently wrote on his Facebook page: “Ms. D has a 
rash.” This disclosure is: 

a.  Legally appropriate because the information disclosed in non-identifying information 

b.  Legally appropriate because M is not a health information custodian 

c.  Legally appropriate because the information disclosed is not drug information 

d.  Legally inappropriate because the disclosure is not permitted by law 



Evaluation? 

•  Knowledge: of  the law (Health Information Act) 

•  Comprehension: ability to interpret terms/principles in the HIA (“custodian”, 
“affiliate”, “identifying information”, “non-identifying information”, etc.) 

•  Application: ability to use/apply learned material to new/concrete fact pattern 

•  Analysis: What is the legal effect of  M’s action on D? What are the consequences? 
Does it matter that M is a janitor? 

•  Evaluation? Are the legal consequences/conclusions identified in the 
test options logical (in a factual, ordinary, moral or ethical sense?) 



The analysis 



The analysis 



The analysis 



The analysis 

•  Facility (difficulty) index: average score on each question – a higher FI indicates 
question is easier for test takers 

•  Discrimination index: how well is the question correlated with the rest of  the test 

•  If  well correlated (hence a good question), high performing students should score highly on 
the question 

•  If  index is low or negative, then low performing students did better on the question 

•  Cronbach’s alpha (KR-20): one measure of  test reliability / internal consistency – 
higher values indicate better reliability / consistency / correlation 



Mohammed v Duke 

•  Facility index: 88% 

•  Discrimination index: 10.54 

a.  4 

b.  11 

c.  0 

d.  110 

•  Issues 
•  Options a & c did not achieve 

intended purpose 

•  Move option b to d? (“Janitor”effect) 

•  Option d too general 

•  Emphasize “affiliate” responsibilities 
during class? 



One more example 



Why? 

• Too easy, obviously 

• No student chose option a; only 1 chose option c 

• Options b and d too similar? (High performing students 
chose b because did not read d?) 



Take home messages 

• Every faculty needs a Director of  Assessment 

•  Improved and appropriate tests cannot be built in a day  

• Plan, assess, analyze, revise, integrate, then do same over 
and over again 

• Get on board the eClass train now! 
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